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SUMMARY 
We present early results from a programme of seismic model tests on masonry barrel and cross-vaults, with the 
aims of: enhancing understanding of the dynamic behaviour of these complex structures; exploring the 
interaction between cracking under static gravity loads and subsequent response to horizontal shaking; and 
validating computer models of vaults using the discrete element method. Specimens were constructed from a 
composite material of modelling plaster and fine sand and were subjected to uni-directional horizontal base 
shaking, in the form of sinusoidal pulses of varying amplitude and period. Tests were conducted on vaults with 
and without pre-cracking under static loads. Deformation and crack development were monitored using high-
resolution video. This work forms part of a larger project on the seismic behaviour of historic vaulted structures, 
which takes the Basilica of Maxentius in Rome as a case study. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Many important historic structures are located in regions of high seismicity. For example, the ancient 
centre of Rome possesses a range of large-scale compression structures, featuring arches, vaults and 
domes contructed from opus caementicium, or Roman concrete. One of the most striking of these is 
the Basilica of Maxentius, located on the Via Sacra, very close to the Roman Forum and the 
Colosseum. Built between 307 and 313 AD, it contained the largest barrel and cross vaults known to 
have been constructed by the Romans (Lancaster 2005, Amici 2005). The Basilica suffered a partial 
collapse on an unknown date in the middle ages; this resulted in complete loss of the cross-vaults, with 
only some barrel vaults still standing. The collapse is widely believed to have been due to an 
earthquake, though there is little hard evidence to support this assumption. The work described in this 
paper is part of a wider project on the seismic performance of Roman concrete vaults, which uses the 
Basilica of Maxentius as a case study (Albuerne and Williams 2011, 2012).   
  
Most previous research in this field relates to planar arches made from discrete blocks, or voussoirs. 
Static analysis approaches are mostly based on the work of Heyman (1995), who set arch behaviour in 
the context of plastic theory. He noted that, where the thrust line meets the intrados or extrados of the 
arch, cracks open by relative rotation between adjacent voussoirs about a single contact point. The 
resulting behaviour is analogous to plastic hinge formation in yielding structures, with collapse then 
occurring due to large rotations at the hinge locations, with segments of arch in between remaining 
essentially rigid. Studies of the dynamics of masonry structures have focused on the development of 
rocking mechanisms in semi-circular arches due to opening and closing of hinges (Oppenheim 1992; 
Clemente 1998; de Lorenzis et al. 2007; DeJong and Ochsendorf 2010). These have provided 
important insights into arch behaviour. However, the formulations are mathematically complex and, 
for all but the most simple geometries, a numerical approach such as the discrete element method 
(Jean, 1998) is more appropriate. 
 



The behaviour of concrete arches and vaults differs from those constructed from discrete blocks, since 
the continuum may develop cracks at any location and orientation, and the pre-existence of a small 
number of cracks may significantly influence the seismic response. In contrast to the behaviour of 
plane arches made from discrete blocks, there is little previous research on structures with more 
complex geometries and/or made from continuum materials. The project of which this work forms a 
part aims to address this shortcoming using a combination of model testing, discrete element analysis 
and detailed, structure-specific studies of the Basilica of Maxentius. 
 
This paper describes the construction and shaking table testing of model scale barrel and cross vaults. 
The following sections describe the design and construction process and the experimental set-up, and 
present results from some early tests on both barrel and cross vaults. 
 
 
2. SPECIMEN DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION   
 
This section briefly outlines the chosen dimensions of the models, and discusses the selection of an 
appropriate construction material. 
 
While the test specimens are not intended to be scaled versions of any particular structure, a decision 
was taken to base their geometry loosely on the Basilica of Maxentius. Test logistics limited the 
maximum dimension of a specimen to approximately 1000 mm. Since the remaining barrel vaults of 
the Basilica have an internal diameter of approximately 23 m, this implies a length scale factor of 
around 25. For a semi-circular voussoir arch, the limiting ratio of thickness to radius below which 
collapse occurs under the self-weight is 0.1075 (Ochsendorf, 2002). The chosen dimensions of the 
barrel and cross vaults are shown in Fig. 1. 
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Figure 1.  Barrel and cross vault dimensions 

 
Roman concrete is somewhat different to the modern material. It comprises fist-sized stones, or 
caementa, bound together with a pozzolanic mortar. Nevertheless, from the point of view of structural 
performance, its key properties can be considered broadly similar, i.e. substantial compressive strength 
and limited (but not zero) tensile strength. To achieve these properties at small model scale, a 
composite material made up of plaster and sand was used. After experimenting with different plasters, 
sand grades and mix proportions, a mix was chosen comprising 1 part dental-grade casting plaster, 1 
part fine sand and 1 part water. Higher sand contents caused large reductions in workability which 



made casting extremely difficult, and also gave a rather crumbly finished material, while lower sand 
contents gave a material with undesirably high tensile strength. Modelling plasters have very short 
setting times, so a retarder was used to make the mix stay workable long enough for casting. The vault 
models were cast in wooden moulds, cured for 2-3 days in the moulds and then for at least a further 
seven days before testing. Completed barrel and cross vaults mounted on the shaking table prior to 
testing are shown in Fig. 2. 
 

   
 

Figure 2. Barrel and cross vaults prior to testing 
 
 
3. TEST PROCEDURE   
 
Models were tested on a purpose-designed shaking table. This section briefly describes the test set-up, 
the loading regime and the measurements taken. 
 
3.1 Shaking Table 
 
The shaking table was constructed specifically for these tests. It comprises a steel platform 
approximately 1 m square, running on linear bearings, driven by a single 10 kN Instron servo-
hydraulic actuator. It can apply uni-directional horizontal shaking at displacement amplitudes up to 
75 mm. The mass of the test specimens and the performance envelope of the actuators meant that it 
could operate at full capacity at frequencies up to around 5 Hz. The platform can be rotated through 
45° to enable vaults to be shaken along a diagonal axis; however, only tests involving shaking along a 
principal axis are reported here. 
 
Test control was achieved using an Instron 8800 closed loop control unit. Simple waveforms could be 
applied using Instron’s proprietary software RS-Plus, while more complex ones required a sending an 
external signal to the 8800 unit using a dSpace real-time control board.  
 
3.2 Loading 
 
Masonry structures do not undergo significant elastic deformations and so are unlikely to experience 
resonance with seismic loads. Instead, previous researchers (e.g. Oppenheim, 1992; de Lorenzis et al., 
2007) have aimed to determine their dynamic response to short-duration impulsive loads such as 
single-cycle square waves or sinusoids. This approach was also used in the current study. However, 
for test stability, it was found necessary also to add short ramp-up and ramp-down cycles before and 
after the main cycle.  
 
Test specimens were mounted on the shaking table between horizontal restraints which prevented 
overall sliding but left the feet free to rotate relative to the base. They were then shaken by a series of 
pulses of a given frequency and increasing amplitude, with the specimen checked for cracking after 



application of each pulse. If no damage was incurred, the process was repated at an increased 
frequency. The actuator force and displacement were recorded.  
 
Vault behaviour during the tests was monitored using three video cameras – one high speed and high 
resolution, the other two having more standard specifications. These were positioned so as to give a 
front elevation of the test, and so as to cover most of the upper and lower surfaces of the vault, so that 
crack opening and closing could be observed. In the event the front elevation proved the most useful 
view. 
 
Most tests were performed on initially undamaged barrel or cross vaults. It was intended also to 
perform tests on vaults which had suffered some cracking under static loads. However, in the static 
gravity load tests it proved difficult to generate cracking without collapse – because the tensile 
strength of the material was significant, quite large loads were required to cause cracking. Once cracks 
formed, the strength of the vault dropped rapidly and the dead load present was more than sufficient to 
cause complete collapse.  
 
Greater success was achieved by applying quasi-static support displacements. In these cases, the two 
sides of the structure were pushed apart by a simple screw mechanism, simulating the spreading of the 
supports due to foundation movement. In these displacement-controlled tests it was possible to 
generate cracking without sudden loss of stability. Spreading usually caused the formation of a single 
crack at the crown of the vault, running perpendicular to the direction of spread. Having produced 
cracking, it was then possible to mount the specimens on the shaking table and apply dynamic base 
motions, as described above. 
 
  
4. TYPICAL RESULTS  
 
A substantial series of tests on model scale barrel vaults has been completed, as well as some 
preliminary tests on cross-vaults. In this section we present sample results in the form of collapse 
sequence photos, and discuss hinge locations and amplitudes of base shaking required to cause failure. 
 
4.1 Barrel Vaults 
 
We first consider a shaking table test on a initially undamaged barrel vault. The vault was shaken by 
short sinusoidal pulses of increasing amplitude and frequency until cracking developed. Cracks were 
observed to form under 2.5 Hz, 55 mm amplitude sinusoidal shaking, corresponding to a peak base 
acceleration of 13.6 m/s2. The cracking created a four-hinge mechanism, with hinges forming at angles 
of 0°, 60°, 133° and 180°.  
 
For comparison, Lawson (2012) performed shaking tests on a fifteen-element voussoir arch, which 
developed hinges at 0°, 36°, 96° and 180°; this is in approximate agreement with the predictions of 
Oppenheim (1992) and de Lorenzis et al. (2007), based on minimum energy formulations. These 
comparisons suggests that the existence of significant tensile strength has a substantial influence on 
the hinge locations. A simple alternative analysis taking account of the tensile strength suggested 
hinge locations at 0°, 56°, 146° and 180°, significantly closer to those observed. 
 
Once cracks had formed, it was possible to mobilise rocking of the arch mechanism under much 
smaller base motions. Figs 3 and 4 show the collapse sequence. Fig. 3 shows the input base motion – 
essentially a 1.25 Hz, 50 mm amplitude sinusoid, with the addition of initial and final ramps to prevent 
the imposition of a large acceleration step at the start or end of the test. The corresponding peak base 
acceleration in the test was 3.1 m/s2. The photo sequence starts approximately halfway through the 
loading pulse as minimal hinge rotations occurred up to this point. It can be seen that the vault 
survived a relatively small-amplitude rocking deformation during the main pulse, but its momentum 
resulted in collapse occurring as the base motion amplitude was decreasing. 



  

	  
Figure 3. Input base motion for barrel vault 4, showing timing of photos in Fig. 4 

 
 

 
Figure 4. Initially undamaged barrel vault 4, subjected to 1.25 Hz, 50 mm amplitude, sinusoidal pulse 

base motion 
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Figure 5. Initially undamaged barrel vault 2, subjected to 0.77 Hz, 56 mm amplitude, sinusoidal pulse base 

motion 
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The collapse sequence for another barrel vault is shown in Fig. 5. In this case the pulses applied to the 
vault did not have the initial ramp section. As a result, the vault was subjected to a large acceleration 
step at the start of the loading, and developed hinges at angles of 0°, 58°, 122° and 180°, i.e. splitting 
the vault into three almost equal rigid segments. The vault survived several cycles of rocking motion, 
before collapsing in the cycle shown (0.77 Hz, 56 mm amplitude). The capacity of the vault to recover 
from a large rocking deformation to the right can be seen, before it finally collapses on its leftward 
cycle. Once again, collapse occurred after the end of the main base shaking pulse (about 1.3 s), due to 
the momentum acquired by the arch.  
 
Note that both vaults failed through mobilisation of mechanisms based on the first cracks formed. This 
is a fundamental difference from voussoir arches, where hinges are free to open and close at any 
voussoir interface, enabling mechanisms to switch to their mirror image when the arch motion 
reverses sign, formation of travelling hinges etc.  
 
While these tests provide useful insight into vault behaviour, the existence of uncracked vaults is 
comparatively rare. Over the centuries, most historic structures have experienced variations in gravity 
loads, vibrations, base settlements etc, resulting in the development of cracks. For barrel vaults, 
cracking along the crown of the vault is very common. A central crack was created in a barrel vault by 
applying a lateral spreading between the supports. The vaults was then subjected to increasing 
magnitudes of base shaking until collapse occurred.  
 
The collapse sequence, under 1.4 Hz, 65 mm amplitude base shaking, is shown in Figs 6 and 7. The 
peak acceleration during the sinusoidal pulse was 5.0 m/s2. However, with no initial ramp cycle, there 
may have been a larger acceleration step at the start of the loading. The collapse mechanism involves 
hinges at angles of 0°, 95° (the lateral spreading crack), 146° and 180°.  
 
The behaviour differs from that of the initially uncracked vaults in a number of ways. The pre-
existence of a crack at a location that would not normally be triggered by base shaking fundamentally 
changes the load distribution during shaking and so the location of the final hinge. Once the 146° 
hinge has formed, the mechanism quickly becomes unstable and collapse occurs without any cycles of 
rocking behaviour. The effect of the pre-existing crack on the load capacity is not clear; the 
acceleration amplitude of 5.0 m/s2 is less than was needed to initiate cracking in an undamaged vault, 
but greater than was needed to cause collapse of vault 4 once the cracks had formed. 
 
4.2 Cross Vaults 
 
Testing of cross-vaults is at an early stage and has proved considerably more challenging than barrel 
vaults. Under lateral shaking vaults developed hinges near the top of each leg, resulting in a portal 
frame-type mechanism, with no significant cracking in upper parts of the vault. For example, in one 
case cracks initially developed under a 2 Hz, 45 mm shaking cycle, with a peak acceleration of 
7.1 m/s2. Fig. 8 shows rocking of the mechanism in a subsequent cycle: 1.6 Hz, 58 mm shaking cycle, 
with a peak acceleration of 5.9 m/s2. Clearly the dimensions of the upper vault were such that the legs 
were far more susceptible to damage. Although the chosen dimensions are broadly representative of 
real vaults, this mechanism would not be expected to occur in real structures, where buttressing from 
adjacent vaults would normally prevent this failure mode.  
  
Fig. 9 shows an example of cross-vault failure under static gravity loads. Although not a result of 
earthquake-type loading, the cracks which did develop are still of interest.  The first begins at the 
thinnest outer section of the vault and runs parallel to one of the edges until the vault thickness which 
the crack faces increases (when the slope changes) to a high enough level. At this point the crack 
makes a right angle turn, taking the path of least energy until the crack has sufficient energy to turn 
again and break at the crown. This pattern is mirrored on the far side of the vault. It can also be seen 
that one of the legs has broken and the crack is ‘V’ shaped. This again seems to be a path of smaller 
vault section thickness although it is not as small as for the previously discussed crack.  



 
Figure 6. Input base motion for barrel vault 3, showing timing of photos in Fig. 7 

 
 

	   	   	  

	   	   	  

	   	   	  

	   	  

	  

 
Figure 7. Barrel vault 3, with initial crack at the crown due to lateral spreading, subjected to 1.4 Hz, 65 mm 

amplitude, sinusoidal pulse base motion 
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Finally, Fig. 10 shows a vault cracked by lateral spreading, again showing the crack forming away 
from the crown and following (approximately) the path of least vault thickness. 
 
Further earthquake tests on cross vaults are currently in progress, using modified dimensions to 
promote failure in the upper part of the vault. 
 

	   	   	  

	   	   	  

 
Figure 8. Cross-vault subjected to 1.6 Hz, 58 mm amplitude, sinusoidal pulse base motion 

 
 

     
 
 Figure 9. Cross-vault cracked by gravity loads Figure 10. Cross-vault cracked by lateral spreading 
 
 
5. CONCLUSIONS  
 
This paper has presented interim results from an ongoing series of tests on model scale barrel and 
cross vaults with geometries representative of those used in ancient Roman construction. Vaults 
constructed from a plaster-sand mix were subjected to uni-directional base shaking by a series of 
sinusoidal pulses of varying amplitude and frequency. Tests on barrel vaults displayed significant 
differences from the behaviour of arches made from discrete voussoirs. The tensile strength of the 
construction material resulted in hinge positions due to lateral shaking differing significantly from 
those of voussoir arches, in which the tensile strength is zero. In addition, once formed, the hinge 
locations were fixed, whereas in voussoir arches they may change during shaking. 
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Work on cross vaults is at an early stage. Successful static tests have been performed but dynamic tests 
completed so far have not realistically reflected the boundary conditions present in prototype 
structures, and so have not given representative results. Nevertheless, some insights have been gained 
into vault behaviour which will guide future testing. 
 
Future experimental work will include testing of barrel vaults with an angle of embrace of less than 
180°, and testing of cross-vaults with modified geometry and/or boundary conditions. Test results will 
be used to validate discrete element models of vaults subjected to earthquake loads, with the aim that 
these models should then be extended to study the seismic vulnerability of full-scale, historic vaulted 
structures. 
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